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In this issue of ANZAAB’s newsletter you will find the catalogue for the 2013 Melbourne Rare Book Fair. The
Australian and New Zealand Association of Antiquarian Booksellers is proud to present its 40 th Australian
Antiquarian Book Fair, to be held from Friday July 26 to Sunday July 28 in the University of Melbourne’s
historic Wilson Hall. Fine, rare and collectable books, prints, maps, ephemera, manuscripts and other
related material will be offered for sale by leading Australian and international booksellers. Explore the
world of books with knowledgeable booksellers specialising in subjects as diverse as art, literature, travel,
Australiana, fine bindings, militaria, sport, natural history, children's books, maps and prints. Entry to the
Book Fair is free.
www.rarebookfair.com

The ANZAAB Melbourne Rare Book Fair is part of Melbourne Rare Book Week. This newsletter also contains
the full program of the 2013 Melbourne Rare Book Week, July 18–28. This year even more libraries and
museums will join with booksellers to showcase Melbourne as a UNESCO City of Literature. The theme is “a
passion for books” — and passionate bibliophiles will find much to interest and entertain them during this
extended week of free lectures, exhibitions and entertainment.
www.rarebookweek.com

Melbourne Rare Book Fair 2013
26-28 July 2013
Wilson Hall
University of Melbourne
Australia

Catalogue
www.rarebookfair.com
For more highlights visit:
www.rarebookfair.com.au/highlights.php

Floor plan

Stand 1

Littera Scripta
Medieval illuminated manuscript leaves; Incunabula & early printed leaves
18 Mitchell Street, Baringhup VIC 3463, AU
www.litterascripta.com.au

info@litterascripta.com.au

Littera Scripta will be exhibiting items in their specialist areas of medieval illuminated leaves and early
printed leaves. A very large and beautifully illuminated Italian Missal leaf, c. 1480 is a highlight, as is a rare c.
1300 Parisian Lectern Bible leaf with passages from Exodus concerning the Ark of the Covenant and the Ten
Commandments. A broad selection of manuscript Books of Hours and Bible leaves and Gregorian chant
music will be available. Printed items include delightful woodcuts from the 1497 “Garden of Health” and
leaves from “The Ship of Fools” with woodcuts designed by Albrecht Dürer. Artworks on Paper is a new
direction for this year’s fair and etchings by Goya, Kollwitz and others will be exhibited.
Highlighted item:
Leaf from a very large (460x340 mm.) manuscript Lectern Missal from Northern Italy, c. 1480, with
outstanding illuminations and calligraphy. The leaf is from the ceremony of Candlemas - the "Missa
Suscepimus" which begins with the illuminated initial 'S'. Apart from the initial with its charming scene of
Mary, Joseph and the 40 day old infant Jesus, the leaf has wonderfully detailed and imaginative illuminations
of swirling floral and foliate designs finished with highly burnished gold leaf. A rare item in very good
condition.
$7,250.

Stand 3

Full Circle Antique Prints and Maps
Natural History; Prints; Australiana; Architecture; Ornithology
59 Church Street, Hawthorn VIC 3122, AU
www.fullcircle.com.au

paul@fullcircle.com.au

Full Circle’s focus at this year’s fair will be natural history , featuring a large selection from John Gould’s
“Birds of Australia” and his “Mammals of Australia”. Also on offer will be a collection of first published
images of Australian fauna including the Kookaburra (see separate listing), Lyrebird, Kangaroo and others.
Highlighted item:
Pierre Sonnerat (artist) and
C.Baquoy (engraver). Grand
Martin – Pêcheur de la nouvelle
Guinée.
Published in 1776 , this first
illustration of a Kookaburra
appeared in an alleged account of
a journey to New Guinea (where
the species does not occur ). The
Frenchman, it was later revealed,
had received the specimen at
Capetown from Joseph Banks
who was on his return journey
with Cook. Condition: Fine. Size:
220x170 mm.
$1,500

Stand 5

Sebra Prints
Australiana; Topographical Art; Australian Art; Prints; Marine Art; Maps
402 Burke Road, Camberwell VIC 3124, AU
www.sebraprints.com.au

daf@sebraprints.com.au

Sebra Prints will be exhibiting a number of caricatures relating to Australian history by Gillray, Doyle and
others. Early maps depicting Australia including ones by Ortelius, Blaeu, Jansson, Mariette, Bellin and
Visscher. Portaits including a rare portrait of Captain Cook, Viscount Sydney, Mathew Flinders, Hooker and
CDVs relating to the Tichborne Trial. Early 20th century Australian etchings, including John Shirlow, Lionel
Lindsay and Hall Thorpe. Early natural history prints including Australian and New Zealand birds by John
Latham, Edward Lear’s ‘Uniform Parrakeet’ and Edouard Traviès’ ‘La Perruche de Pennant’. Early Australian
botanicals engravings including waratahs, banksias etc by Curtis, Redoute, Meredith and others. Large 19 th
century wood-engraved panoramic views of Sydney, Rome and London.
Highlighted item:
Chinese Vase, Colour woodcut, C1920,
by John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947).
Signed and titled by the artist in
pencil. Hall Thorpe's colourful and
decorative woodcuts were very popular
in the 1920s and 1930s. He was born in
Victoria, Australia and in 1902 moved to
England and set up a studio c1918.
$1,850

Stand 6

Ursus Rare Books
Architecture; Art; Modern Illustrated Books; Natural History; Travel
Third Floor, 699 Madison Avenue, New York NY 10065, USA
www.ursusbooks.com

agorfin@ursusbooks.com

Ursus Rare Books will be exhibiting Joseph Lycett’s Views in Australia or New South Wales, & Van Diemen's
Land delineated the finest colour plate book on Australia and Tasmania. Exemplaire No. 1 of Personnages de
Comédie illustrated by George Barbier, a masterpiece of art deco bookmaking including all of the original
coloured and gouache drawings by Barbier. The first edition of Andreas Vesalius's seminal work on anatomy,
De Humani Corporis Fabrica. First Edition of the first complete English translation of Euclid's Elements of
Geometrie. One of the most astonishing examples of Elizabethan book-making containing no less than 37
plates with moveable overslips.
Highlighted item:
BARBIER, George. Personnages de Comédie. Text by Albert
Flament. [62] pp. Illustrated with a cover woodcut (repeated
on half-title), coloured title-page vignette, 12 full-page
coloured woodcuts, 2 quarter-page coloured woodcuts,
twenty-two coloured historiated initials and one coloured
woodcut tailpiece, all designed by Barbier, cut onto wood
and printed by Francois-Louis Schmied. Folio, 365 x 280 mm,
bound in deluxe, full brown crushed morocco by Charles
Lanoë, with gilt-lettered spine, upper cover with pictorial
panel of morocco onlays in various shades of pink, green, tan,
beige, black, and white, depicting three commedia dell'arte
marionettes after Barbier, lower cover with vignette of
morocco onlays in pink, red, black, white, depicting a
harlequin with bouquet also after Barbier, a.e.g. black
morocco dentelles with blue morocco onlays, gilt tools of
puppets and masks of Comedy and Tragedy, elaborate silk endleaves with motif of commedia dell'arte
figures in silver, blue, and green threads on black background. Original wrappers bound in. Preserved in
matching half morocco chemise and slipcase. Paris: Chez Meynial, 1922.
The Raphaël Esmerian Copy, being Exemplaire No. 1, of a masterpiece of Art Deco illustration. Issued in a
limited 150 copies, signed by Barbier, this remarkable copy contains proofs in black and white of all the
Barbier/Schmied woodcuts; it contains all of the original coloured and gouache drawings by Barbier, 22
original drawings for the figurative initials, etc. etc., plus sixteen (16) hand-written letters from Barbier,
Schmied, Flament, etc mostly to the publisher Jules Meynial regarding aspects of the publication of this
exceptional book.
$350,000

Stand 7

Kay Craddock Antiquarian Bookseller
Private Press; Books about Books; Illustrated Books; Literature; Australiana; Children’s Books; Militaria
The Assembly Hall Building, 156 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000, AU
www.kaycraddock.com

books@kaycraddock.com

Kay Craddock will bring Australiana, including a rare 19th century lithograph of Governor Arthur’s
Proclamation to the aborigines of Van Diemen’s Land; the copy of the 19th century broadside ballad The
Convict Maid used by the publisher for reproduction in Geoffrey Ingleton’s True Patriots All; sets of Cook’s
voyages; and the 1798 Johnson edition of La Perouse. Signed and association material ranges from Nancy
Wake to Orson Welles, and includes a delightful collection of children’s books inscribed to Melbourne
bookseller Albert Ullin, the founder of The Little Bookroom. Books about books, with strong offerings on
printing history and typography, will also feature, along with early printed books including the 1695
Camden’s Britannia. Literature will include a number of the popular Flashman novels by George MacDonald
Fraser and an eye-catching collection of Australian crime pulp fiction. Also on offer will be private press and
illustrated books, militaria, some Olympic Games material, including the sumptuously produced Melbourne
Bid by the Melbourne Invitation Committee for Olympic Games 1956, and a portfolio of erotic lithographs by
Feodor Rojankovsky (better known as an illustrator of books for children).
Highlighted item:
Arthur (Lieutenant Governor) MESSAGE TO THE
ABORIGINES OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND.
Early lithographic reproduction, c.1866, of the
pictorial signboard originally displayed in trees,
conveying a message of equality under British
rule. Lightly creased and split from folding.
Copies in private hands are rare.
$8,000

Stand 8

Barwon Booksellers
Art & architecture, Australiana, children's, cookery, history, literature, modern first editions, and sports
2 James Street, Geelong VIC 3220, AU
www.barwonbooksellers.com.au

mail@barwonbooksellers.com.au

Barwon Booksellers will include new acquisitions in the specialist areas of Australian childrens books, sport,
and modern first editions, including Ida Rentoul Outhwaite’s Sixpence To Spend, Ion Idriess’ Madman’s
Island, and a run of Ian Fleming first editions. PG Wodehouse’s The Great Sermon Handicap will be on offer
and other material will include Grahame L. Walsh editions on Australian rock paintings.
Highlighted item:
The Great Sermon Handicap by PG
Wodehouse.
Due to its ephemerality this is a
desirable item from the Wodehouse
canon. Part of the Little Books of
Laughter series The Great Sermon
Handicap (McIlvaine A49a) is in
hardback and measures a charming
12.3 x 8cm.
$500

Stand 9

Louella Kerr Books
Antiquarian; Australiana; Classics; Illustrated Books; Literature; Travel
17 Palace Street, Petersham NSW 2049, AU
www.louellakerrbooks.com.au

louella@louellakerrbooks.com.au

Louella Kerr will offer a collection of the books of the photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson, including his first
three books, the extremely rare Beautiful Jaipur, The Decisive Moment, and The Europeans; the latter two
with their original Matisse and Miro illustrated covers. Other photography items will include a vintage Max
Dupain portrait of an unidentified young woman, and some Frank Hurley photographs. She will offer a
collection of over four hundred 19th century British letters and autographs, presenting a vivid picture of
artistic, theological, scientific and literary activity, parliamentary patronage, and social intercourse.
Correspondents include musicologist Charles Burney, Cardinal Manning, Lords Palmerston, Rosebery, and
Shaftesbury; the artists Millais and G F Watts and inventor James Watt. One large group of letters deals with
the agitation for reform of the British Army in the mid-century, and another centres on the activities of the
Royal Academy of Art. Among the literature Louella will offer is a copy of Germaine Greer’s The Female
Eunuch, inscribed by Greer to a colleague at the University of Warwick in 1970, a good first of Patrick
White’s The Living and the Dead in a particularly fine dust jacket.
Highlighted item:

GAZE, Harold. The Merry Mite Series. The Simple Jaggajay; The Billabong Bird; The Chewg-um-blewg-um.
The complete set. Melbourne, Whitcombe & Tombs, 1919. First editions: pp30;30;30; with 9 tipped in plates
(7 colour & 2 mono), black & white drawings throughout. 4tos, original card wrappers with colour plate laid
down on front cover, silk ties present in 2. A little sunning to wrappers of `Chewg-um-blewg-um', else very
good copies with no inscriptions, foxing, or other defects. New Zealand born Gaze, both author & illustrator,
was first published in Melbourne, and went on to greater success in England & America. These are best
copies of these fragile works we have seen in over 30 years of book selling. Scarce & sought after. Muir
2700, 2698, 2699.
$3,300

Stand 11

Andrew Isles Natural History Books
Botany; Invertebrates; Cage Birds; Illustrated Books; Science; Natural History
Rear of 115 Greville Street, Prahran VIC 3181, AU
www.andrewisles.com

books@andrewisles.com

Andrew Isles will be offering a fine association copy of Legge's Birds of Ceylon, a handsome copy of the first
edition of Buller's Birds of New Zealand, a crisp copy of Forster’s Generum Plantarum and an excellent set
North's Nests and Eggs, four volumes 1901-1914 in a handsome decorated cloth binding. There will be a
strong selection of minor natural history such as Belcher’s Birds of Geelong, Campbell’s Nests and Eggs and
books on snake venoms. We also have two fine original paintings of parrots by William T. Cooper from his
first published book.
Highlighted item:
Legge, W. Vincent. A history of the birds of Ceylon. London:
Author [1878]-1880- [1881]. Quarto, 1238 pp., one coloured
map, one coloured egg plate, 33 handcoloured plates by
Keulemans of the Ceylonese endemics. Contemporary red calf
and blue boards with gilt lettering "Royal Australasian
Ornithologist Union/ presented to the R.A.O.U. by its first
president/ the author". All edges speckled, the R.A.O.U. library
stamp on title page and first leaf of volume two, modern
endpaper in volume one bound to match, expert paper repair
on title page and some early leaves, with appendices two and
three (often lacking), a fine crisp set and a superb association
copy.
William Vincent Legge (1841-1918) was born in Tasmania in
1841 and educated in England after which he joined the Royal
Artillery. He was stationed in Ceylon and found time to pursue
his serious interest in ornithology. He became secretary of the
Royal Asiatic Society and reorganised the Colombo Museum.
Birds of Ceylon was written in England after he left Ceylon in 1877. Colonel Legge came back to Tasmania
and took on the vital task of organising the defence of Hobart. His interest in natural history, particularly
birds, never waned and he was one of the founders of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists' Union and its
first president.
PROVENANCE: formerly the copy of Birds Australia, originally (at the time of Legge's presidency) known as
the Australasian Ornithologists' Union. This copy is almost certainly in an Australian binding and has the
scarce final appendix titled "After-note published with the second issue of book, February 1881. Anker 284;
Fine bird books (reprint) p. 115; Nissen IVB 539; Nissen SVB 294; Whittell pp.421-3; Wood p. 430; Zimmer
pp.382-3.
$18,000

Stand 12

Peter Arnold Antiquarian Booksellers
Australiana; Fine & Rare Books; Colonial Paintings & Prints; Manuscripts; Photographs; Old Maps
606 High Street, Prahran VIC 3181, AU
www.peterarnold.com.au

peterarnold@infoxchange.net.au

Peter Arnold will be bringing his usual diverse offering of rare books, maps, photographs, prints and
manuscripts (including a document signed by Oliver Cromwell).
Highlighted item:
THEVENOT, Melchisedech. Hollandia nova: Terre Australe. Paris, (1696]. Engraved map, about 40 by 58
centimetres plus margins; tipped to mount. The first large-scale map of Australia, showing the discoveries of
Tasman and earlier Dutch charting of the west coast and Cape York Peninsula.
This is the final issue, with the most detail, including the addition of Tasman's track.
A beautiful example, large, clean and fresh.
$19,500

Stand 14

Sophie Schneideman Rare Books
Illustrated Books; Private Press Books; Fine Binding; Printing; Lettering; Artists' Books; Food & Wine; Prints
331 Portobello Road, London W10 5SA, UK
www.ssrbooks.com

sophie@ssrbooks.com

Sophie Schneideman Rare Books specializes in Fine Binding, Private Press and Illustrated books and prints
and will bring a small but representative selection from her stock. Fine examples from the Kelmscott, Doves,
Ashendene, Cranach, Vale, Gregynog and Golden Cockerel Presses will be on show, including a really fine
Doves Bible, one of 10 copies on vellum of the last book from the Vale Press, 'Danae', and a handsome
Cranach Press Hamlet. Also on show will be some wood engravings, original artwork by the great New
Zealand born John Buckland Wright and several superb bindings, including a really fine Chivers binding, work
by modern designer binders and some examples of the skill of the great Charles Ricketts including a first
edition of Oscar Wilde's 'Sphinx'.
Highlighted item:
KELMSCOTT PRESS. CHAUCER, Geoffrey. The Works of
Geoffrey Chaucer. One of only 48 copies bound in white
pigskin at the Doves Bindery under the supervision of T.J.
Cobden-Sanderson to a design by William Morris, this is one
of 45 of these printed on Batchelor handmade paper, the
other 3 were vellum copies. (A further 380 paper copies were
bound in linen backed holland boards). 87 wood engravings
designed by Edward Burne-Jones and engraved by W.H.
Hooper. Woodcut title page, 14 large woodcut border
designs, 18 different woodcut frames and 26 different
woodcut initials by William Morris used throughout. Printed
in red and black in two columns per page in Chaucer type
designed by Morris, with some titles in Troy type. Folio,
original full white pigskin with elaborate blind tooling in
gothic style after a design by William Morris (itself after a
binding by Ulrich Schreier on a Koberger Bible of 1478), with
the original clasps, stamped "The Doves Bindery 1899' on the
lower turn-in, housed in a morocco backed clamshell box
lettered on the spine in Chaucer type. A very good
unsophisticated copy. The binding has some mild soiling in places and there is a small early repair to the very
bottom edge of the lower cover but it is very bright internally and in very good condition generally.
Hammersmith, printed by William Morris at the Kelmscott Press. 1896.
Morris's 'magnum opus' and, in scale at the very least, the greatest Private Press book ever to be published.
Its ambition in bringing together all the known works of Geoffrey Chaucer, its beauty and the sheer work
which went into its production is staggering.
Approx. $230,000 (£140,000)

Stand 15

Antique Print & Map Room
Antique Prints; Maps; Paintings; Photographs and Books
Shop 7-11, Level 2, Queen Victoria Building, 455 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000, AU
www.antiqueprintroom.com

info@antiqueprintroom.com

Louis Kissajukian, Antique Print & Map Room, Sydney will be releasing for Melbourne their recently
published map catalogue on the charting of the Australian continent as a consequence of Europe's search for
spices in the east. Their fully illustrated 72 pp catalogue, Southland-The Search for Spices maps 1513-1811
comprises many rare landmark maps including a number from the Golden Period of Dutch mapmaking. The
catalogue is available at the fair for purchase. They also offering the very rare set of six lithographs by John
Skinner Prout, Views of Melbourne & Geelong printed in 1847.
Highlighted item:
Exquisitely decorated double-hemisphere world map based with extravagant artwork surrounding the centre
map designed by the Italian artist Giovanni Battista Piazzetta and comprises allegorical figures of the four
continents in each corner surrounded by scenes depicting examples of their animal life and inhabitants.
$4,960

Stand 17

Out of Print Books
Literature; World History; Natural History; Railways; Botanical Art; Poetry; Australiana; Biographies
79 Canterbury Road, Canterbury NSW 2193, AU
www.outofprint.com.au

oop@outofprint.com.au

Bringing some magic to ANZAAB this year. The Sphinx magazine for magicians 1930-1932 bound in two
volumes. Volume 1 begins in March 1930 and ends in February 1932. It each monthly issue continues the
page numbering to the year end. The bookplate of Edwin Dearn on the front endpapers, who was a semiprofessional magician who worked in Shanghai, China until the early 50's when he escaped to Sydney,
Australia. Dearn was a large collector of all things relating to magic – books, magazines and ephemera.
Houdini was one of his favourite magicians, not only collected as much material as possible but had
corresponded and visited with the Houdini's. Also offered are Souvenir Programs for Houdini for 1926 and
Houdini's exposes the Tricks used by Boston Medium “Margery” 1924 booklet which is extremely scarce.
Hearn was a friend of John Mulholland who has signed and inscribed “The Art of Illusion” and “Magic in the
Making” to Edwin Dearn. For those wishing another form of escape we have a very nice collection of Cooke
Pocket editions available. Sold as individually we have 3 volume set of Gil Blas; 2 volume set of Humphry
Clinker; 2 volume set of Count Fathom; 2 volume set of Roderic Random; 4 volume set of Peregine of Pickle
and Sir Launcelot Greaves complete in one volume. Plus 3 volume set of Robinson Cursoe and a 4 volume set
of Tom Jones. All volumes bound in contemporary oak tree calf with leather spine labels – a very pleasing size
of only six inches tall to fit in any pocket or suitable for any parlour reading or display.
Highlighted item:
EDWARDES, George; CARYLL, Ivan &
DAM, H. J. W. The Shop Girl: Souvenir
Presented at The Gaiety Theatre.
London, Waterlow & Sons, 1895.
Hardcover, folio, folder with side
opening and two flaps protecting the
12 plates within, first plate is title
page and the next 11 plates are soliochrome colour plates of the actors,
negatives were taken by Alfred Ellis.
The folder has some wear along spine
and small piece missing from top of
spine, gilt lettering & illus. to the front
cover. "The Shop Girl" was the first of
three musical comedies produced by George Edwardes at the Gaiety Theatre. It was performed 546 times
after the success of "A Gaiety Girl" and was followed by "The Circus Girl" and "A Runaway Girl". With these
lighter musical comedies Edwardes was able to fill the Gaiety Theatre for many years. These were a
departure from the previous burlesque style of theatre which was considered risque by some patrons. (ref.
British Musical Theatre)
$350

Stand 19

Somerset House Books
Australiana; Books about Books; Dogs and Cats, Children\'s Literature including pop-up & novelty, Education
& School History, Fly Fishing, Railways, Myths and Legends, Collector References, Ephemera & Postcards
PO Box 1305 Potts Point 2011 NSW, AU
www.somersethousebooks.com.au

margaret@somersethousebooks.com.au

A long acknowledged specialty of Somerset House Books is children’s literature and this year is no exception.
Margaret Dunstan will be exhibiting some are and unusual juvenile novelty items including pop-up, rag and
flap books. Collectors of children’s illustrated books will be able to choose from a range of Ardizzone,
Outhwaite, Barker, O’Harris and Gibbs titles. Collectors of ephemera will also find much to interest them in
all subject areas. Popular collecting areas have not been neglected. Australian local history and exploration
as well as art will be available and collectors of transport, military and technical material are
accommodated.Also to be seen is a collection of references for the clock maker and connoisseur. Some very
exciting news: Somerset House Books are opening retail premises in Willoughby, Sydney at 563 Willoughby
Rd in the spring.
Highlighted item:
[Wall, Dorothy] Blinky Bill “Magic Action” Book. Whitman. Racine. Wisconsin. Small quarto, stiffened card,
pictorial covers, stapled bound. Cover shows slight fading near spine, otherwise this volume is in ex cond.
According to Muir 2 [1:7845] this is a pirated edition, not attributed to Wall which was published about
1935. There are many of the original illustrations reproduced and 3 full page coloured pop-ups.

Stand 20

Hordern House
Australiana; Illustrated Books; Literature; Maritime; Natural History; Pacific; Travel; Paintings
77 Victoria Street, Potts Point NSW 2011, AU
www.hordern.com

matthew@hordern.com

Hordern House will be previewing a further substantial selection of books from the library of Robert
Edwards, mainly 19th century and chiefly of Australian and New Zealand interest, all in the choice condition
typical of books from this famous collection. Other books on display will include John Harrison’s Proceedings
relative to the Discovery of the Longitude at Sea, 1765, arguing for his elegant chronometer H-4 (Cook’s "
faithful guide through all the vicissitudes of climates") to claim the full "Longitude Prize" of £20,000; the
handsome English quarto edition of La Pérouse’s Voyage round the World, 1799, with its fine atlas of
engravings; the superbly-bound copy of Anson’s Voyage round the World, 1748, given by Anson to George
Grenville, then Secretary of State for the Navy and later Prime Minister; a matched pair of both works
produced by the Forsters about Cook’s second voyage, Georg Forster’s Voyage round the World and his
father Johann’s Observations; and Louis de Freycinet’s hydrographical Atlas with text volume for the Voyage
de Découvertes aux Terres Australes, the official publication of the Baudin voyage; the first full atlas of the
Australian coastline, published a full two years before Flinders, this was the complete cartographic section of
the voyage, published quite separately from the narrative account.
Highlighted item:
BASKERVILLE CLASSICS. Seven-volume set of Baskerville’s printing of the Latin classics, starting with the
famous Virgil of 1757, uniformly bound in straight-grain red morocco by Kalthoeber. Birmingham, 17571773. A superb set of these magnificent editions printed by the great 18 th-century English printer. In the
words of Macaulay, they 'went forth to astonish all the librarians of Europe'.
$16,500

Stand 21

Maggs Bros. Ltd
Bindings; Early Printing; Literature; Manuscripts; Military History; Natural History; Travel; Continental Books
50 Berkeley Square, London W1J 5BA, UK
www.maggs.com

enquiries@maggs.com

Maggs Bros Ltd will be bringing a selection of important Pacific Voyages and rarities, including a first
edition of Thevenot's Recueil de Voyages (featuring one of the earliest maps of Australia), a handsome set of
Cook's voyages in contemporary russia belonging to former British Prime Minister, an exceedingly rare
coloured copy of Laplace's Voyage Autour du Monde, and a lovely copy of Forster's Voyage Round the World
from the library of the Northern Lightboard Trust. Our stand will wlso feature examples of private press
books, modern first editions and a small selection of books from the Macclesfield library.
Highlighted item:
Watkin Tench, Voyage a la
Baie Botanique... First French
edition. Folding map. 8vo. A fine copy
uncut in original wrappers. Paris,
1789.
This copy has one of the rarest
eighteenth century maps of New
South Wales, Carte de le Baye
Botanique et Harvres Adjacens sur la
Cote du Nouveau Pays de Galles
Meridional. We know of only four
other copies that include it.
$8,000.

Stand 22

Peter Harrington
English Literature; landmark books in the History of Ideas; Science, Economics, Philosophy; Travel, Voyages
and Atlases; Military and Naval History; Natural History and Colour-Plate; Children's and Children's
Illustrated; Fine Bindings and Library Sets
100 Fulham Road, London SW3 6HS, UK
www.peterharrington.co.uk

books@peterharrington.co.uk

Peter Harrington (London) will be presenting an original watercolour by Matthew Fortescue Moresby of the
HMS Galatea under sail approaching Sydney during Prince Alfred, the Duke of Edinburgh’s resumed world
tour in 1869. Prince Alfred had been the first member of the British royal family to visit Australia, and the
first to suffer an assassination attempt there; this painting celebrates his safe return a year later. The
painting is accompanied by charts and other associated material. Other items will include a complete copy of
the Holy Bible (London: Robert Barker, 1611–13), the celebrated King James Bible, with the reading “and she
went into the citie” at Ruth 3:15 – hence the “She” Bible; and Francis Grose’s Classical Dictionary of the
Vulgar Tongue, 1785, the author’s own copy of the first English slang dictionary, interleaved with his
additions for the second edition.
Highlighted item:
MORESBY, Matthew Fortescue. H.M.S.
Galatea, Captain H.R.H. The Duke of
Edinburgh, entering the Heads, Sydney, N.S.W.
Escorted by HMS Virago paddle sloop. 12
March 1869 (just 1 year after attempted
assassination of H.R.H.) Painted by Matthew F.
Moresby Esqr. Paymaster, R.N. Sydney: 1869.

Watercolour (278 × 495 mm) on paper.
Presented window-mounted in later walnut
frame. Some light foxing, but the image remains strong and bright, very good. Wonderful sprightly and
technically accurate image of the Galatea under sail approaching Sydney during Prince Alfred, the Duke of
Edinburgh’s resumed world tour in 1869. This drawing is accompanied by three contemporary maps with
detailed track-charts recording the services of Guy Mainwaring; a Potter Track Chart of the World, corrected
to 1862, mounted on linen and covering Mainwaring’s career from 1867 to 1877, and including Galatea’s
shake-down cruize of the Mediterranean in 1867, and both of her world cruises under the Duke of
Edinburgh; an Admiralty chart of the Mediterranean corrected to 1872 which gives the detail of the
Galatea’s visit in 1867, together with the track of his return from Asia following the Galatea’s second world
cruize ; and a large Findlay blue-back chart of the North Atlantic with the track of the full commission of HMS
Dryad, 1874-7, this with some tears, but no loss. The maps are stored in Mainwaring’s sail-cloth map-bag
with original wooden roller, his name inked to the bag in a neat calligraphic hand.
$12,375

Stand 23

Astrolabe Booksellers
Aboriginal Australia; Antarctica; Australiana; History; Maritime; Local History; Tasmaniana; Whaling
81 Salamanca Place, Hobart TAS 7000, AU
www.astroblabebooks.com.au

michael@astrolabebooks.com.au

Astrolabe Booksellers of Hobart will be bringing a small collection of New Zealand books to help keep the
‘NZ’ in ANZAAB, as well some of their Tasmanian material. The latter includes R.M. Johnston’s Field
Memoranda for Tasmanian Botanists (1874) and there is a Tasmanian connection with the Norman Lindsay
illustrated Health Reader with chapters on elementary school hygiene, by J.S.C. Elkington (1905) – the author
was then the state’s Chief Health Officer. Also on show will be a few early Winston Churchill titles, including
a first one-volume edition of The River War (1902) and a first (colonial) edition of My African Journey (1908),
as well as The Seasons, pictured by Amy Sawyer (1905) – a charming example of Arts & Crafts illustration –
and a nicely bound set of six of the first seven volumes (1864–70) of the British Journal of Photography. Of
antiquarian interest is a 1575 edition of the Latin translation of the Psalms of David by the Scottish
Protestant scholar George Buchanan (1506–82) – Paraphrasis Psalmorum Davidis poetica nunc primum
edita, published in Strasbourg by Josias Rihelius – in its original binding.
Highlighted item:
SAWYER, Amy (illustrator). The Seasons, pictured by Amy Sawyer. Sands & Co.: London, [1905]. Square 4to.
[vi] (half-title, title, contents); 12 coloured plates with titled tissue guards. Original red cloth, decorated gilt
title on the upper board; extremities a trifle rubbed. Rear endpaper gutter with slight breaks at head and tail
but binding very solid. A lovely clean copy. Very good. ***The painter Amy Sawyer (1863-1945) exhibited
widely 1887-1909, at the Royal Academy, the Paris Salon, the Society of Women Artists, and various Arts and
Crafts exhibitions. In the late 1890s she settled in Ditchling, East Sussex. She illustrated a small number of
books (mostly of poems), including this work in which each month of the year is represented by a flower,
personified in female form.
$1,500.00

Stand 25

Kookaburra Books
Ephemera; Children's Books; Curiosities; Fine Bindings
113 Hampden Road, Battery Point TAS 7004, AU
georginarichmond@hotmail.com
Michael Richmond of Kookaburra Books will be bringing Tasmania Illustrated a photographic album by the
Anson brothers published in 1880, two first edition Beatrix Potter concertina books, a good selection of
Trade catalogues, books on Japan including Rein’s Japan, Fujimoto’s The Nightside of Japan, Hartsorne’s
Japan and Her People, five Jane Austen novels in art nouveau bindings and a good selection of children’s
books.
Highlighted item:
Potter, Beatrix. The Story of Miss Moppet. Frederick Warne & Co, London, 1906. First Edition. Grey linen
wallet with decorative label opening out into a concertina panorama containing fourteen illustrations and
fourteen pages of text, in very good condition
$1,750.

Stand 26

Roz Greenwood Old & Rare Books
Western Victorian History; Australiana; Australian Women Writers and Travellers; Oscar Wilde and His Circle
107a Parker Street, Dunkeld VIC 3294, AU
rozgreenwood@bigpond.com
Roz Greenwood Old and Rare Books will feature items from a Western District of Victoria collection,
including the F.G. Coles’ copy of Bonwick’s ‘Western Victoria’ (1858); a sparkling copy of Smith’s ‘The Sheep
and Wool Industry of Australasia’ c.a. 1914; ‘Memoirs of a Stockman’ by H.H. Peck (1942) and Collier’s ‘The
Pastoral Age in Australasia’ (1911). Also included is a 4 page autograph letter from Ion Idriess to a
Hamiltonian, dated February 1951 and discussing material from his trip to Western Victoria for a proposed
book.
Highlighted item:
BRADSHAW ART OF THE KIMBERLEY. Graeme L Walsh, Takarakka Nowan Kas Publications, Melbourne
2000. Oblong folio (vs), XIV, 464pp with over 2000 illustrations incl. 620 colour plates. Pre-dating the
Wandjina paintings these graceful Bradshaw figures, brilliantly photographed by Walsh, extend across an
area of the north Kimberley. Fine copy of this now rare publication.
$4,500

Stand 27

Books on Dean
Military History; Australiana; European History; New Zealand; New Guinea and the Pacific; Natural History;
Fly Fishing; Birds
3/444 Dean Street, Albury NSW 2640, AU
www.booksondean.com.au

booksondean@bigpond.com

Books on Dean will bring to the Fair a range of material from its areas of special interest, such as bookcollecting, birds, fly-fishing, rail & steam, military history, Australian history & exploration, and general
antiquarian. It will include an excellent copy of the first edition of R.L. Blackwood’s The Quest of the Trout. A
fine copy of the first edition of R.H. Wigram’s Trout and Fly in Tasmania. A very handsome full-leather 1864
edition of The Works of William Shakespeare. A rare signed copy of the first edition of William Boutcher’s
1775 Treatise on Forest Trees, said to be one of the first works in English dealing with farm forestry. A deluxe full-leather limited edition of The Land Beyond Time signed by John Olsen, Mary Durack, Geoffrey
Dutton, Vincent Serventy and Alex Bortignon, and others.
Charles Stitz of Books on Dean, whose "Australian Book Collectors", covering collectors of the 19th and 20th
centuries was published in 2010, advises that "Australian Book Collectors - Second Series" in two further
volumes is now in pre-press, and will be released within a few months.
Highlighted item:
[Forster, E.M.] The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott, Baronet, in ten volumes, Archibald Constable & Co.,
Edinburgh 1821, full leather with ornate gilt decoration to both boards, spine and turnovers, marbled edges
and eps, rebacked, from the library of the celebrated English novelist and essayist E.M. Forster (1879-1970).
$2,500

Stand 28

Sainsbury’s Books
Art; Photography; Architecture; Philosophy; Artists Books
534 Riversdale Road, Camberwell VIC 3124, AU
www.sainsburysbooks.com.au

john@sainsburysbooks.com.au

In addition to art, architecture, photography and literature, including Ian Fleming's 'Live and Let Die, Graham
Walsh's 'Bradshaw Art of the Kimberley' and 'Australia’s Greatest Rock Art', Sainsburys Books have an
interesting and diverse range of books from recent purchases. This includes children’s books, military,
ephemera and travel books like 'Mount Vesuvius' 1868, 'Amazon Provinces of Peru' 1894, 'Notes of a
Botanist on the Amazon and Andes' 1908 in two volumes, and 'Art of Travel'. We also have books on history,
politics and science including 'Cocoa and Chocolate', 'Trade, Population and Food', 'The Perplexed Farmer',
'The Binding of the Nile and the New Soudan', 'Transactions of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria' volume
IV January to December 1859, 'Anarchy its Methods and Exponents' and 'The Much Chosen Race'.
Highlighted item:
LOGAN LOBLEY, J. MOUNT VESUVIUS. A
Descriptive, Historical, and Geological Account of
the Volcano, with a Notice of the Recent
Eruption. Edward Stanford, London. 1868. 8vo,
55pp, with three plates, including a View, a Map
and a Section.
A good hardback copy in blind stamped green
boards with gold-embossed illustration to front.
Wear to extremities of boards, including mild
fraying to corners, and light flecking. Endpapers
mildly discoloured. Small paper label with
number to front cover. Tanned and foxed foreedges. Inscribed and dated without a signature
by the author to free front endpaper.
$300

Stand 29

Mark’s Book Barn
Ephemera, Sport, Australiana, Military, Local History, Transport, Travel
215 Homer Street, Earlwood NSW 2206, AU
markfb@bigpond.net.au
Mark Burgess of Mark's Book Barn, a shop in Earlwood (Sydney), will have a wide ranging selection of books
– technical references, signed Australian literature, some nice fine bindings (Le Genie Civile), military and a
small group of books of Jessie M King, The Scottish Illustrator. There will be a focus on Mark's specialty areas
like sport (cricket – Bodyline newspapers from the Referee, a great tennis autograph book, and boxing
letters from the great Nat Fleischer), local history (Melbourne, Victoria and Tasmania) and ephemera on
books and book collecting, maps, military (especially World War One), magic, farming and postcards on birds
and military uniforms.
Highlighted item:
My Book of Favourite Fairy Tales. Capt.
Eric Vredenburg. Illustrated by Jennie
Harbour. Raphael Tuck & Sons Ltd.
London Paris, New York.
Fifteen old fairy tales retold, and twelve
colour illustrations by Jennie Harbour,
Art Deco illustrator. Book has its
original (?) glassine wrapper inside its
own box (restored) retaining the
coloured cover to box.
$950

Stand 30

Harbeck Rare Books
Australiana; Manuscripts; Natural History; Pacific and Papua New Guinea; Photographs; Queensland;
Voyages & Travel
PO Box 1610, Carindale, Brisbane QLD 4152, AU
www.harbeck.com.au

info@harbeck.com.au

We will be bringing some rare and unique material including Georg Neumayer’s 1864 Results of
Meteorological Observations, the author’s own copy with manuscripts additions and a very rare map tippedin. Other items will be a typescript and autograph letter by Australian poet Ronald McCuaig, a collection of
10 books inscribed by Charles Mountford to his friend Harold Sheard, a late 18th century library of 78
uniformly bound British Classics books, formerly belonging to Pacific voyager Henry Lowcay, a superb 1893
illuminated address with inset watercolour views of Sydney and a group of 1890s printed and manuscript
items from the Torres Strait Regatta, including the earliest separately printed item from the Torres Strait.
In mid-August we will be opening retail premises at 987 Stanley Street East, East Brisbane, where we will be
open on Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 10am until 3pm, and other times by chance or appointment.
Highlighted item:
Autograph book of Ursula M. Seton
of Wellingrove, Glen Innes, NSW.
1907 – ca. 1945. 19.5 x 15.5 cm. 102
pages (only 2 pages left blank) with
well over 300 poems, words of
wisdom and signatures, 32 drawings
(many full-page) and 2 double page
picture stories. Orig. cloth, some
rubbing, mild browning, a few
gatherings a little loose.
A superb autograph book containing,
alongside the very many entries
spanning a ca. 40-year period, a large
number of finely executed ink, pencil
and watercolour sketches and picture
stories. Particularly noteworthy
amongst the sketches are a
watercolour sketch of a GINGER
MEGGS head (ca. 1940) inscribed and
signed by Jimmy Bancks, a detailed
pencil sketch of Ruwenzori homestead at Wellingrove, Glen Innes, signed Percy Owen, an influential
member of the departmental board which reviewed the designs for the city of Canberra, and a humorous
full-page pencil sketch titled “6th ALH” (Australian Light Horse) showing five armed soldiers riding kangaroos.
$3,500

Stand 31

Asia Bookroom
Asia; China; Japan; Maps; Prints; South East Asia; Travel; Academic Books
Unit 2, 1-3 Lawry Place, Macquarie ACT 2614, AU
www.asiabookroom.com

books@asiabookroom.com

Asia Bookroom will exhibit a wide variety of visual items from or about Asia. Some highlights are an album of
delicate watercolours of Hong Kong by William Russell who was the official artist accompanying Colonial
Secretary Cecil C. Smith's delegation to Hong Kong in 1881; a rare early 19 th century Chinese school
watercolour album on paper showing tools, and implements as well as costumes, jewellery and household
items; albums of pith paintings featuring Chinese junks, punishments and costumes and a stunning boxed
collection of original photographs of Peking (circa 1940) by German Australian photographer Hedda Hammer
Morrison. Asia Bookroom’s stand will also feature some rather quirky ephemera including sophisticated
Japanese match box labels from the 1920s and 30s (how could anyone interested in design pass these by?),
Japanese maps of Australia and a variety of ephemera.
Highlighted item:
MORRISON, HEDDA HAMMER. Peking Collection - Twenty
Eight Photographs by Hedda Hammer [Morrison]. 28
black and white silver gelatin photographs of important
Imperial sites in Peking.
These images of The Forbidden City, Temple of Heaven,
Beihai, Coal Hill and Summer Palace are presented in
their original mats each signed by Hedda Hammer on the
mat just below the lower right corner of photograph.
Some light even browning on mats, the photographs are
in very good condition. Presented in a custom made cloth
covered Chinese folding case with the initials F.W.B.
embroidered on an upper flap. Toggle ties. The
photographs measure 19 x 14.7cm and the matts 32 x
24.5cm. A very good collection. (circa 1940). This is a
stunning example of the type of album or collection that
German Australian photographer Hedda Hammer
Morrison prepared for wealthy clients. This album
features Imperial sites in Peking and includes images of
places that are now no longer accessible to the public
such as Yuquanshan or Jade Fountain Mountain
which is now a resort for the Military Commission of the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee. This
collection is a beautiful example of the work of Hedda Morrison. Collections such as this one are scarce on
the market.
$19,000

Stand 32

Michael Treloar Antiquarian Booksellers
Australiana (especially Aborigines and Exploration); Militaria; Photographs; Autographs; Art; Travel
196 North Terrace, Adelaide SA 5000, AU
www.treloars.com

treloars@treloars.com

Manuscripts, photographs, printed ephemera and original artwork are increasingly the stock in trade of
Michael Treloar Antiquarian Booksellers from Adelaide. Manuscripts include a richly-illustrated bifolium from
Donald Friend's masterpiece, Bumbooziana, a complete variant in both text and artwork to the published
version; an extensive diary of a Melbourne bookbinder, 1897-1900; and a quirky postcard from Seamus
Heaney. Six carte de visite portraits of Maoris; two impressive presentation albums of photographs from
late-nineteenth century India; a 1901 group portrait of men of the 4th Contingent, Queensland Imperial
Bushmen on their return from the Boer War, featuring an Indigenous trooper; unpublished negatives of the
10th Battalion in Egypt just before it spearheaded the Gallipoli campaign; fine and rare examples by Caire,
Sweet, Lindt, Kauffmann and Mountford … these choice items are representative of our photographica.
Trade catalogues, ephemeral by nature but often substantial publications, include superb examples for 'plant
for harbour works, dredging and excavating, coaling vessels, floating cranes, tugboats', and funerary castiron ware (both Edwardian), numerous 1930s camping and sporting goods catalogues, and an end-of-an-era
beauty for Delage automobiles (1933). We also have plenty of books! Art, literature, militaria, exploration –
Lionel Lindsay's Book of Woodcuts (1922, only 35 copies); numerous signed volumes by J.M. Coetzee; rare
battalion histories, such as Limb's History of the 10th Battalion (1919) with impeccable provenance, and
Brisbanila Odyssey (1945); the published journals of Oxley, Wills, Gosse, Winnecke, Davidson.
Highlighted item:

A substantial archive of original
pen and ink artwork by Norm
Mitchell (1920-1980), editorial
cartoonist for the Adelaide
Advertiser for thirty years until his
untimely death. He won a Walkley
Award for the best Australian
cartoon in 1975.
The archive comprises nearly 440
pieces (each approximately 320 x
510 mm), many from the later
1970s when Mitchell was at the
height of his powers.
$35,000

Stand 33

Kenneth Hince Old & Fine Books
Travel; Voyages; Australiana; Illustrated Books; Literature; Private Press; General Antiquarian
PO Box 1178, Hartwell VIC 3124, AU
www.hincebooks.com.au

bookshop@hincebooks.com.au

We are pleased to be offering two remarkable association copies in the field of aboriginal history. The first is
Edward M. Curr's copy of Brough Smyth's 1878 Aborigines of Victoria, in two volumes, signed by Curr and
with extensive annotations which often enough contradict Smyth's opinions and observations. The second is
Curr's signed copy of James Dawson's 1881 Australian Aborigines. On our stall you will find some attractive
illustrated Australian children's books by Ida Rentoul Outhwaite and May Gibbs, and two scarce 1930s
Australian shape books (which are untitled) from the John Sands Sunny South series, the first a kookaburra
and the other a parrot. Unusual games in stock include a rare coloured example, in fine condition, of
Rongeat's Amusing and Instructive Geography, circa 1840, and an appealing 1930s board game Flight Round
the World. A highlight of our Victorian stock is an original pen and ink drawing by George Gordon McCrae
entitled Hut at Arthur's Seat, Victoria, undated but circa 1870s. A rare work of Asian reference is our copy of
Robert Morrison's Vocabulary of the Canton Dialect, published in Macao in 1828, the first Western attempt
to compile a glossary for the dialect, and a publication which was sponsored by the East India Company at a
time when the opium trade was in full swing. We also have an attractive coloured map of Asia, Nicholas
Visscher's Indiae Orientalis, Amsterdam, circa 1690, which shows also a substantial part of Australia's north
coast and includes a number of features named for the first time. Finally we offer a fine first edition of
Samuel Johnson's monumental Dictionary of the English Language, published in 1755, one of 2000 copies:
the most celebrated single work of eighteenth-century scholarship.
Highlighted item:
Sunny South Series.
A Kookaburra Shape Book from this scarce Sydney
series.
Sydney, John Sands, November 1931.
Tall narrow duodecimo by dimensions, colour-illustrated
card wrappers in the shape of a kookaburra, a fine copy.

Rare: one in a series of about four untitled shape books,
the verse unsigned, issued by Sands during the
Depression, undated but copyright 1931. Muir, 7214.
$1,000

Stand 34

Jeff Maser, Booksellers
20th Century Poetry; Literary Magazines; Literary Ephemera; Avant-Garde Art; Artists' Books
911 Camelia Street, Berkeley CALIFORNIA 94710, USA
www.detritus.com

maser@detritus.com

Jeffrey Maser (Berkeley, CA) will be exhibiting a representative selection from stock, including books by Ed
Ruscha, a fine complete run of the early West Coast punk zine Search & Destroy, Robert Duncan's Names of
People, a presentation copy with an original collage by Jess, early and rare Allen Ginsberg and William S.
Burroughs items, a few uncommon literary periodicals, small original artworks by Wallace Berman, a great
early Warhol conceptual piece, some first books, literary ephemera, and more to be determined...
Highlighted item:
RUSCHA, Edward and Lawrence
Weiner. Hard Light. Los Angeles: Edward
Ruscha & Lawrence Weiner (1978). First
edition. [116 pp]. Very near fine in glossy
illustrated wrappers.
A story in nine chapters, told via
photographs of Shelley Chamberlain,
Suzanne Chandler, and Susan Haller. “In the
year 2000 all racecar driving will be taken
over by women.”
$500

Stand 35

Douglas Stewart Fine Books
Australian Art; Voyages to Australia; Australian Literature; Illustrated Books; Manuscripts; Private Press;
Topographical Art; Norman Lindsay
720 High Street, Armadale VIC 3143, AU
www.douglasstewart.com.au

info@douglasstewart.com.au

Douglas Stewart Fine Books are reversing the trend and have opened a rare book shop at 720 High Street,
Armadale, to showcase fine books and historical artworks, the first such shop to open in Australia for some
decades. On Thursday 25th July, the day prior to the bookfair, we invite visitors to an Opening Celebration all
day from 10am – 6pm where drinks and refreshments will be served to our friends in the book world, both
old and new. We welcome you all to come visit and say hello.
In celebration of this expansion and Melbourne Rare Book Week, we are launching our new catalogue at the
fair, The Geoffrey Cains collection of Australian Literature. Included are superb copies of rarities in modern
Australian literature, including works by Winton, Malouf, Hall, Keneally, White, Stead and many others.
Personal association copies and dustjackets in desirable condition are a feature of the majority of works.
Highlights encompass importation presentation copies from Cristina Stead (including her own copy of ‘Dark
places of the heart’) and the most important example of Patrick White’s first novel ‘Happy Valley’ in private
hands, with signed presentation inscription to his housekeeper Hilda Richardson in 1939. In addition to this
collection are new acquisitions such as a presentation copy of Norman Lindsay’s ‘A Homage to Sappho’ (only
known signed copy in private hands); an original Ida Rentoul Outhwaite watercolour and an original leaf
from the Gutenberg Bible, truly a great celebration of the book.
Highlighted item:
Happy Valley : a novel (presentation copy)
WHITE, Patrick (1912 - 1990). London : George C.
Harrap, 1939. Octavo, original cloth in dustjacket (a
few light creases but full and bright), some slight
offsetting to endpapers and adjoining leaves, the
text clean and fresh.
THE FINEST COPY IN PRIVATE HANDS. Signed and
inscribed on the front free endpaper 'To Hilda
Richardson, with my best wishes and thanks for
many services admirably rendered, Patrick White,
4th February 1939'.
$48,000

Stand 36

Brighton Antique Prints & Maps
Rare Maps and Antique Prints
388 Bay Street, Brighton VIC 3186, AU
www.antiqueprints.com.au

info@antiqueprints.com.au

Brighton Antique Prints and Maps (BAP) is offering a superb collection of rare maps. Especially important
are the 16 charts of Australia from Matthew Flinders’ 1814 first edition atlas. Other important Australian
maps include Bellin, Bowen, Cook, Thevenot, Cassini, Coronelli and Ottens. Ortelius is represented with the
first state of his world map and a map of the Western Hemisphere. Munster’s map of the Western
Hemisphere is the first printed map of North and South America. For collectors with little available wall
space at home, BAP is offering a collection of miniature maps. Victorian County maps by Bailliere, Hiscock
and Sands and Parish maps are on offer, as are Counties of NSW and SA. Vandermaelen’s atlas of Australia
and S E Asia is one of the atlases being offered. ANZAC scenes at Gallipoli and in France are something
different. Engravings of the University of Melbourne and Melbourne residences and businesses is another
feature at the fair.
Highlighted item:
MUNSTER, Sebastian:North and South America Novae Insulae XXVI Nova Tabula. 1540 (1559) Earliest map to
show the continents of North and South America. Also the first map to name the Pacific Ocean. Munster’s
map is the earliest map to show all of the continent of America and the first map to name the Pacific Ocean
(Mare Pacificum). The depiction of North America is dominated by one of the most dramatic geographic misconceptions to be found in early maps – the sea of Verrazzno. The Pacific cuts deeply into North America so
that the part of the coastline at this point is a narrow isthmus between two oceans. Terra Florida is the name
given to south east United States. Magellan’s galleon is shown in the Pacific Ocean, a feature to later
appear in Ortelius’ Maris Pacifici. The map is in excellent condition with wide margins. Latin text on verso.
The map measures approximately 34cm X 26cm.
$8,000

Stand 2

Berkelouw Books
Aboriginal Australia; Antarctica; Australian Art; Australian Literature; Australian Settlement; Pacific
Bendooley , 3020 Old Hume Highway, Berrima NSW 2577, AU
www.berkelouw.com.au

books@berkelouw.com.au

Stand 4

Cornstalk Bookshop
Australiana; Pacific; Detective Fiction; Antiquarian Medical Books
112 Glebe Point Road, Glebe NSW 2037, AU
www.cornstalk.com.au

books@cornstalk.com.au

Will have on offer a Federation Photo Album. Photographs taken on 1st January 1901, all showing various
jubilant street scenes. A very interesting title: GROSE'S CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF THE VULGAR TOGUE
published in 1823. Douglas Mawson Home of the Blizzard the 1915 first edition
A collection of medical books from the seventeenth century onwards. Morris British Birds in 6 volumes all in
their original cloth decorated bindings. A 1793 edition of George Barrington's account of the voyage to New
South Wales which contains information about the Aboriginal people. Two first edition Charles Dickens
books one of which has an original albumen photograph of Dickens taken and printed in 1858. Some rare
books on the Australian Aboriginal including Report on the Work of the Horn Scientific Expedition published
in 1896. The scarce first edition in dustwrappwer of Juliet Bredon's book Peking, A Historical and Intimate
Description of its Chief Places of Interest published in Shanghai by Kelly and Walsh in 1920. A set of
Pinkerton's Voyages published in 17 quarto volumes and complete with the 201 plates.

Stand 10

Time Booksellers
Australian Local Histories, Australian Military, Australian Exploration & Discovery, Australian Aborigines,
Maritime Histoy, Railways, AFL Football, Australian Literature
32 Maberley Crescent, Frankston VIC 3199, AU
www.timebooksellers.com.au

books@timebooksellers.com.au

Stand 13

Tim McCormick
Australiana; Photographs & Photography; Maps; Prints; Manuscripts
92 Queen Street, Woollahra NSW 2025, AU
www.mccormickbooks.com.au

tim@mccormickbooks.com.au

Tim McCormick will be showing a pot pourri of unusual Australiana, ephemera, and photographs especially
of Aborigines as well as examples of classic voyages and travels. Explorers’ journals including Major
Mitchell’s first publication of 1825, not in the Mitchell or National Libraries. Prints including portraits of the
infamous and famous as well as topography. Early West Australiana, natural history including specimens of
fern collecting. Colonial art ephemera including early drawings of Melbourne c.1850.

Stand 16

Bradstreet’s Books
Australian/International Literature; Children's Literature; Local Histories; Military History; Maritime History;
Asian/European History; Biography; Australian Art
Shop 9/10, Railway Arcade, 660A Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn VIC 3122, AU
bradstreets@bigpond.com
Bradstreet’s Books will present a good range of modern first editions, many of which are signed by their
authors. Included are Nobel Prize in Literature winner J.M. Coetzee, Canadian author Margaret Atwood,
Australian Thea Astley and others. There will also be a range of harder-to-find Australian military history.

Stand 18

Ankh Antiquarian Books
Egyptology & Ancient Greece; Rome; General history and Philosophy; David Roberts Prints
PO Box 133, Darling VIC 3145, AU
www.ankhantiquarianbooks.com.au

ankh2@bigpond.net.au

At the fair Ankh Antiquarian Books will be bringing a collection of Egyptian, Latin, Ancient Greek, incl. a
collection of Cambridge and Oxford UP 1st editions of Ancient Greek and Roman Texts. A very nice Travels in
Egypt once owned by Prime Minister of England Robert Peel, a rare 1700’s book on Philosophy touching on
Isis and Osiris, a beautiful set of Origines 1824 and a very rare JH Breasted book with illustrations of the
pharaohs by Winifred Brunton. Two very old maps of Egypt & Africa and a beautiful set of early Egyptomania
cigarette cardsI’ll be bringing. For the first time we are bringing some Australiana, including a rare Dutch
map of Botany Bay from 1779, a Memorium page to Captain Cook, a rare History of Australia (1878).

Stand 24

Grant’s Bookshop
Australiana; Australian Literature; Books about Books; Crime & Detective Fiction; Modern Literature; Private
Press
Rear 909 High Street, Armadale VIC 3143, AU
www.grantsbookshop.com.au

rarebooks@grantsbookshop.com.au

Grant’s Bookshop will be offering our usual range of literary items, including Australian literature and
children’s books, with a special emphasis on signed material. We also expect to present a wide range of
interesting ephemera and some good manuscript material.

Stand 37

Robert Muir Old & Rare Books
Travel & Exploration, Western Australiana, Gold & Mining, Antarctica, Militaria, Natural History, Maps &
Cartography, Photographs, Postcards, Art
69 Broadway (corner of Edward Street), Nedlands WA 6009, AU
www.muirbooks.com

books@muirbooks.com

www.rarebookfair.com
For more highlights visit:
www.rarebookfair.com.au/highlights.php

MELBOURNE RARE BOOK WEEK
EVENTS PROGRAM
www.rarebookweek.com
Thursday July 18

Beautiful Books: Rare Book Week Launch

Friday July 19

Books and Culture in La Trobe’s Melbourne

Saturday July 20

Rare Book Discovery Day @ Melbourne Museum

Sunday July 21

People's Passion for Words

Monday July 22

Kelmscott Press to Wayzgoose Press
Treasures from the MCC Library 1
They are still strange people, these book collectors

Tuesday July 23

In search of the Great South Land
Retro Storytime
Paying a visit to Henry Gyles Turner (1831-1920)
Treasures from the MCC Library 2
Collecting Poetry

Wednesday July 24 Alice in Wonderland
Artist's Books: art and collaboration
Libri: six centuries of Italian books
Never Do That to a Book
Thursday July 25

Upon the shoulders of giants
Treasures from the MCC Library 3
From architecture to ornament: the Melbourne Public Library in the nineteenth century
The Book Theft Century: A Lament

Friday July 26

Legal luminaries and their books
The Art of Praise: the Italian Medieval Choir Book 1250-1550
Melbourne Rare Book Fair Opening

Saturday July 27

Melbourne Rare Book Fair Day Two

Sunday July 28

Melbourne Rare Book Fair Final day

EXHIBITIONS

Twentieth century English and American poetry
The Art of Praise: the Italian Medieval Choir Book 1250-1550
Paying a visit to Henry Gyles Turner (1831-1920)
Libri: six centuries of Italian books
Free, secular and democratic: building the Public Library 1853-1913
FREE ADMISSION TO ALL EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS
Visit www.rarebookweek.com for more information

___________________________________________________________________________

Sydney Rare Book Fair 2013
ANZAAB’s 41st Australian Antiquarian Book Fair
November 8 – 10 · Roundhouse, University of NSW
More details will be announced on the ANZAAB website
www.anzaab.com
_________________________________________________________________________

The Shakespeare Folios with Ian Donaldson
Sunday, 21 July, 1-3pm
The Faculty of Arts at the University of Melbourne presents internationally renowned scholar Ian Donaldson
on the genesis, composition, and history of the Shakespeare Folios, including a special viewing of one the
University of Melbourne’s bibliographical treasures, a copy of the Second Shakespeare Folio of 1632.
How much did Shakespeare care about the publication of his works? ‘Scarcely at all’ was once the
conventional answer. What mattered to Shakespeare (it was said) was the staging of his plays; after that, as
Dr Johnson put it, he was ‘careless of future fame’. Recent research, however, has sharply challenged that
view, showing that Shakespeare’s interest in publication was in fact remarkable. Ian Donaldson will discuss
the genesis, composition, and history of this remarkable publication, and advance new views about the
authorship of some of its preliminary material. On special exhibition for members of this class will be one of
the University of Melbourne’s bibliographical treasures, a copy of the so-called Second Folio of 1632,
currently held in the University’s Orde Poynton Collection. Price: $80; Alumni & NGV Members $72
For more information contact Michelle Moo at moom@unimelb.edu.au or on (03) 9035 9596
To register go to http://arts.unimelb.edu.au/masterclasses

